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Abstract
Given the behavioral complexities of cybersecurity, information security workers would benefit from a model of security practice adoption that is tailored to the organizational
context. In this workshop paper, I describe my research to
date to synthesize a preliminary model for U.S. internet users
aged 18 or above. I then pose a series of open questions as to
how this preliminary model may need to be modified for the
security information work context. The discussion will inform follow-up work to examine the process of security information behavior adoption at the level of system users’ policy compliance and workarounds, at the level of senior administrators’ configuration of security affordances for critical
infrastructure, and at the level of information workers’ interaction with others in the social role of a tech helper.

1. Motivation
Computing systems are increasingly central to society, but
many people do not understand enough about how they work
or what cyber-threats to guard against [16], contributing to a
global cybercrime cost of over $1 trillion [39]. While many
good solutions exist (such as using password managers), people have been slow to become fully aware of what they do
and to use them regularly [24,41,46]. Further, enterprise
training can cost $300,000 and hundreds of staff hours [37].
To reduce costs and improve awareness and adoption, we
should look to insights from social psychology, marketing,
and public health, e.g. work on Funnels [5], Learning-Adoption Trajectories [34,35], Stages and Processes of Change
[25,26], and Innovation Diffusion [17,32]. These show that
behavior change unfolds as a process in time and can be influenced by contacts that are relevant at a given stage of the
process; also, that interventions are more successful when
guided by appropriate theory [6,10,13,19]. A common thread
is that the target audience for behavior change is analyzed and
split into segments, either by stage in the change process or
by individual characteristics. Researchers then can zoom in
and identify the processes or factors that differentiate each
segment and that can explain the evolution in time of thinking
and emotions about the target behavior. This avoids a “one
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size fits all” approach and produces a classification scheme
that can be used to design and direct an intervention to those
who are most likely to benefit from it.
No one has yet established or validated such a model for use
by security information workers (system administrators, security staff, developers, those who regularly handle personally identifiable information or other sensitive data, etc.). Cybersecurity needs this new model. It is a more complex behavior system than those modeled in prior work, involving
social interactions that occur both online and offline (for
which time and place, anonymity, physical appearance, and
physical distance can be very different [1,2,21]). Moreso than
elsewhere in human-computer interaction, cybersecurity involves multiple actors with conflicting objectives (attackers,
both internal and external, vs. an array of legitimate non-malicious users, such as administrators and end users), for whom
usage of the same technologies will vary dramatically [3]. It
also is unlike physical security, say for nuclear defense, because it is much messier in terms of number and kinds of actors, involving massively more distributed technologies, the
lack of a shared consensual outcome among all stakeholders,
and disagreements about acceptable tradeoffs [36,44].

2. Research to Date
Prior has shown that, as with mask-wearing [15] or vaccinations [14], people’s attitudes [11] and social contexts [22,40]
factor into the extent to which they engage in protective behaviors for cybersecurity, such as checking that their antivirus software is up-to-date or keeping their network password
confidential. Fear appeals are important [4,20,33] but not sufficient to persuade people to adopt cybersecurity practices
[45]; they also need awareness, motivation, and knowledge
of how to use these practices to protect against threats, a
framework known as security sensitivity [8,20,33]. Security
sensitivity, in turn, has been shown to be informed by social
influences, such as whether a trusted family member or authority figure gives advice about which security practices to
use [30,31], whether people hear stories that teach them about
security practices [27–29,43], or whether people observe
trusted contacts such as friends engaging in secure behaviors
[7–9]. These influences may lead to long-term adoption, or to
rejection if peers/media share negative experiences [12,46].
I have used an exploratory sequential mixed-methods approach to specify a preliminary model of the security adoption process for end users, comprised of six steps of adoption,

their step-associated social influences, and each step’s obstacles to moving forward. I first conducted a nationally recruited, remote interview study with U.S. internet users age
18 and older (N=17) to synthesize a common narrative of how
people adopt security practices. I next designed and deployed
an online survey study (N=859) to validate the interview insights with a U.S. Census-matched panel of internet users
aged 18 and older. I then integrated these findings and triangulated them with prior research on the influences of threat
awareness, social proof, advice-seeking, and caretaking roles
in people’s security behaviors (Figure 1).
To classify participants into the model’s steps of adoption, I
created and tested the following survey algorithm, which successfully sorted each participant into one and only one step
of security practice adoption:
1.
2.

3.

Are you currently using [the security practice]? Binary response set: Yes/No
[If Yes] When did you start using [the security practice]? Binary response set: Up to 6 months ago/6
months ago or longer
a.

[If <6] STEP 3: IMPLEMENTATION

b.

[If >=6] STEP 4: MAINTENANCE

[If No] Did you ever use [the security practice]? Binary response set: Yes/No
a.

4.

5.

[If Yes] STEP X: REJECTION(a)

[If No] What best fits your situation regarding [the
security practice]? Multiple-choice response set: I
am aware of it but decided not to use it/I am aware
of it and willing to start using it, but haven’t yet/I am
aware of it but hesitant to start using it/I am not
aware of [the security practice]/I forgot about [the
security practice]
a.

[If Decision] STEP X: REJECTION(b)

b.

[If No Decision, but Aware] STEP 2: SECURITY LEARNING

[If Not Aware or Forgot] Do you know of any
threats to your online data or accounts that use of
[the security practice] will guard against? Binary response set: Yes/No
a.

[If Yes] STEP 1: THREAT AWARENESS

b.

[If No] STEP 0: NO LEARNING OR
THREAT AWARENESS

Participants in remote interviews were first surveyed about
their awareness and adoption of 13 security practices and
questioned further about their use of 2-3 of these practices.
These included creating strong passwords, creating unique
passwords, using multi-factor authentication, using a built-in

Figure 1: The path model of the steps of security practice adoption
that emerged from interviews and survey responses has six steps:
Step 0: No Learning or Threat Awareness, Step 1: Threat Awareness, Step 2: Security Learning, Step 3: Practice Implementation,
Step 4: Practice Maintenance, and Step X: Practice Rejection.
Some paths are marked with a dotted line if they are mandatory,
solid paths are voluntary. Survey participants were classified into
the steps using the algorithm described in the text.

password manager or a separately installed password manager, using antivirus software, staying alert for and reporting
phishing emails, checking for https in URLs, using internet
search to verify the legitimacy of online posts, and physically
securing their smartphones. Survey respondents were randomly assigned to questions about using a built-in password
manager or using a separately installed password manager.

3. Open Questions for Discussion
The above model was developed with ordinary end users in
the context of consumer-grade usable security. It may be that
a separate model will need to be developed and validated for
use in security-information work inside organizations. To
that end, the following questions are open for discussion.
3.1. Which Stakeholders Should Be Represented, If Any?

Security policy for information is usually set a few levels
above the system user or the junior security information
worker: by system administrators who may not work directly
with the frontline IT workers, or by the Chief Security Information Officer (CISO). These policies are often what dictate
whether the organization implements security practices that
can protect critical infrastructure [23], such as using two-factor authentication for smartphones or requiring that enterprise
passwords be regularly checked against lists of known compromised credentials [47]. Organizations such as banks, hospitals, and schools may also employ directors for regulatory
compliance management and governance, using frameworks
such as Control Objectives for Information Technology (COBIT) [48] or the Unified Compliance Framework (UCF) [49].
Some questions that this suggests: Does this type of policy
development and implementation replace or modify the existing path from Step 1: Threat Awareness to Step 2: Security
Learning and Step 3: Security Practice Implementation?
What kinds of obstacles are likely to exist in this path that
contribute to organizations failing to implement needed safeguards for critical infrastructure? Does Step 4: Maintenance

require organizations to exhibit active maintenance, in the
form of penetration testing or other verification of their security’s integrity, or should that be broken out as an extra step?

administrators’ configuration of security affordances for critical infrastructure, and at the level of information workers’
interaction with others in the social role of a tech helper.

3.2. How Mandatory is ‘Mandatory’? Is Anything ‘Voluntary’?
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